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From ciajfk.comDear Ed:Gee it felt like Christmas today. I have been reading about Mark Lane inthe Hinckley 

Conspiracy. Mark Lane is with Larry FLynt when he is shot; Heis Hinckley's attorney when he shot Reagan; 

Mark Lane received insideadmission in the Rudolph Abel case in the 1950s; Murchison's bookpublishing 

company in August 1966 pub. his book; Jim Leasar has his clienttaken away James Earl Ray; Lane shows up at 

the Jim Garrison trial; MarkLane was Jim Jones attorney; Louis Sproesser did a good job. I found itinteresting 

about Neil Mallon Bush having dinner several nights before theReagan shooting. I have tried several times to 

approach Mr. Lane and withno interest.Interesting note while in Los Angeles in 1995 I made contact with 

RobertTanenbaum (spelled with one "n" which is an usual spelling). He was notinterested in the de 

Mohrenschildt discoveries or had no comment. Inoticed that he spoke at the Los Angeles JFK Review Board 

Act meetings. Iwatched him on T.V. during the O.J. criminal trial and he was veryenthusastic about O.J.'s guilt. 

I enjoyed his views and his reasoning.Look forward to watching the Mark Lane tape.Taxes are done, now I am 

ready for the task of finishing up volumes VOL.VII, VIII and VI. One fourth of Vol. VII is done, it will tie all of 

thevolumes together, Kissinger (made new discovery); McGhee, Bush, Buckley,Luce, Dulles, LBJ and Dimitri 

Von Mohrenschildt. Believe me it will be thebest.Mailings will be going out in the near future with T.D. Books, 

and Andy W.and Lancer. Deanie Richards will be sponsoring them.Spoke to Roger Larsen for an hour and he is 

very sharp. Ordered entire set.Sent letter off to Larry Flynt on $1,000,000. Found it interesting thatJack Valenti 

and Flynt have been dueling with the movie issue. Tipped himon the Humble oil connection and the LBJ 

meeting of April 26, 1963.Hope is well and thanks for the articles, etc.I have turned on a local college 

professor who is interested in JFKassassination to all volumes for an entire month and gave out leaflets toall 

class mates.Wrote to Ted Koppel, politely criticizing his show on Clinton's houseguests for Nightline shows 

Wang Jun, and labeled him as the gun smugglingexplosive expert, but they did not even mentioned his name. 

Like the CIAhas done they spent more time on John Huang which is the opposite of WangJun. I also expressed 

dissatisfaction on the LBJ portrait the week before.Another discovery on the Jack Jacobson bombing on Dec. 

23, 1996.Jacobson's bombing came two days after Clinton's denys knowing about WangJun's involvement 

with gun smuggling and says nothing about the explosvies.Yet in May of 1996 he was going to get to the 

bottom of the case bycontacting the Chinese Communist government. Wang Jun had met with RonBrown on 

Feb. 6, 1996. I had mentioned that I was being followed by agovernment car several weeks before Jacobson's 

bombing which brought anarmy of FBI and ATF agents to the County. Important for Jacobson's lawoffice is at 

an angle and a block from Darco Printing where I was beingfollowed. Now I have found out that a relative of 
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